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Abstract—In our study, we tackle the pressing issue of
monitoring face mask compliance during the COVID-19 pan-
demic by developing a real-time face mask detection system.
Utilizing a combination of OpenCV for image processing and
deep learning techniques, we create a reliable solution for
differentiating between individuals wearing masks and those
who are not. Our approach employs a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) using the MobileNetV2 architecture, which we
train on a custom dataset comprised of masked and unmasked
images. With an impressive 98.2% accuracy on the training
set and 97.3% on the test set, our model demonstrates its
effectiveness. Additionally, the system is capable of processing
video frames in real time and detecting multiple faces at once.
We also explore various performance optimization strategies
such as data augmentation, transfer learning, and hyperpa-
rameter tuning. Our face mask detection system has potential
applications in access control systems, public transportation,
and retail environments where ensuring mask compliance is
essential.

Index Terms—Face mask detection, Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN), MobileNetV2 architecture, Deep learning,
Real-time image processing, OpenCV, Transfer learning, Data
augmentation, Hyperparameter tuning, COVID-19 compliance

I. INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the critical
role of face masks in curbing virus transmission, leading to
widespread mask mandates (1; 2; 27). Despite these efforts,
monitoring mask compliance poses challenges. Leveraging
advancements in computer vision and Convolutional Neu-
ral Networks (CNNs), which excel in image-based tasks
(3; 4), we introduce a real-time, CNN-driven mask detection
system using the efficient MobileNetV2 architecture (5).
This system utilizes transfer learning from pre-trained Mo-
bileNetV2 weights, refined on a dataset of masked and un-
masked facial images, enhanced through data augmentation
and hyperparameter optimization for improved accuracy.

Our approach offers an effective tool for real-time mask
compliance monitoring in public and workspaces, showcas-
ing high performance in face mask detection. This paper
details our methods, dataset, and system performance, aim-
ing to facilitate further research and application in mask
detection technologies.

II. TECHNOLOGIES AND DATASETS

In this section, we discuss the various technologies and
techniques as well as datasets used in the field of face mask
detection, which we are going to explore in the literature
review. These technologies form the foundation for our

methodology and provide a comprehensive understanding
of the current state-of-the-art approaches for face mask
detection. We also provide mathematical insights into these
techniques and their effectiveness for mask detection.

A. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a type of
deep learning architecture specifically designed for image-
processing tasks. They have been widely adopted for face
mask detection due to their ability to automatically learn
and extract features from images, leading to accurate and
efficient classification (9; 16). CNNs consist of multiple
layers, including convolutional layers, pooling layers, and
fully connected layers, which work together to recognize
and classify patterns in images.

In a convolutional layer, a convolution operation is per-
formed between the input image I and a set of learnable
filters Ki to produce feature maps Fi:

Fi = I ∗Ki

The pooling layers are responsible for reducing the spatial
dimensions of the feature maps, while retaining the most
important information. A common pooling operation is
max-pooling, defined as:

P (i, j) = max
m,n

F (i ·m, j · n)

CNNs are well-suited for face mask detection due to their
ability to learn hierarchical features from images, allowing
them to differentiate between masked and unmasked faces
effectively.

B. Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is a technique that leverages pre-trained
deep learning models to solve new problems with similar
characteristics. In the context of face mask detection, trans-
fer learning allows researchers to utilize pre-trained models
such as MobileNetV2 (9; 16), ResNet-50 (8), and YOLO-
v2 (8) as a starting point, reducing the amount of training
data required and accelerating the training process. By
fine-tuning the pre-trained models with face mask-specific
datasets, researchers can achieve high accuracy in detecting
face masks in images.

Given a pre-trained model M with parameters θ, transfer
learning involves updating the model parameters with a new



dataset (X,Y ), where X represents the input images and
Y represents the face mask labels, using a loss function L:

θ∗ = argmin
θ

L(M(X; θ), Y )

Transfer learning is advantageous for face mask detec-
tion because it allows the model to leverage the knowl-
edge gained from large-scale datasets for generic object
recognition, which can be fine-tuned to detect face masks
effectively.

C. Object Detection Models

Object detection models, such as YOLO (You Only Look
Once) (10; 11; 12), are specifically designed for detecting
multiple objects within an image. These models can be
adapted for face mask detection by training them on datasets
with labeled images of individuals wearing masks or not
wearing masks.

YOLO divides an input image into an S × S grid and
assigns a bounding box and confidence score to each grid
cell. The confidence score indicates the likelihood that the
cell contains an object and the accuracy of the bounding
box. The final output is generated by thresholding the
confidence scores and selecting the bounding boxes with
the highest scores.

In the case of YOLO-v4 (11), the output vector y for each
grid cell is given by:

y = (x, y, w, h, c, p1, p2, . . . , pC)

where (x, y) are the center coordinates of the bounding
box, (w, h) are the width and height of the bounding box,
c is the confidence score, and pi are the class probabilities
for each class i. The loss function L for training YOLO
models can be divided into three components: localization
loss, confidence loss, and classification loss:

L = λcoordLloc + Lconf + λclassLclass

where λcoord and λclass are the weighting factors for
localization and classification losses, respectively.

D. Hardware Acceleration

Hardware acceleration is a technique that offloads com-
putational tasks to specialized hardware, such as Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) or Field-Programmable Gate Ar-
rays (FPGAs), to improve the performance of face mask
detection systems (17). By leveraging hardware accelera-
tion, researchers can build real-time face mask detection
systems that can efficiently process large volumes of image
data while maintaining high accuracy.

E. Datasets

High-quality labeled datasets are essential for training
effective face mask detection models. Various datasets have
been introduced to serve this purpose, including the ViD-
MASK dataset, the MAFA dataset, and the FMDD dataset.
These datasets contain images of individuals wearing masks
correctly, not wearing masks, and wearing masks incor-
rectly.

The ViDMASK dataset includes images for face mask
detection along with social distance measurement, while the
MAFA dataset focuses on masked faces in unconstrained

environments. The FMDD dataset is a large-scale dataset
with diverse and challenging images.

Several studies in the literature review utilized these
datasets for their face mask detection models. For instance,
(11) used the MAFA dataset, while (24) employed the
FMDD dataset. The choice of dataset depends on the
specific requirements and goals of the research.

Given a dataset (X,Y ), the training process involves
minimizing the loss function L with respect to the model
parameters θ:

θ∗ = argmin
θ

L(M(X; θ), Y )

where M represents the face mask detection model.
By utilizing these technologies, researchers can develop

effective and accurate face mask detection models that can
be employed in various applications to ensure compliance
with safety guidelines and mitigate the spread of COVID-
19.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

In recent literature, a variety of methods have been
explored for face mask detection amid the COVID-19
pandemic. Techniques range from TensorFlow, Keras, and
OpenCV-based approaches (6), to hybrid models combin-
ing deep and classical machine learning (7; 8; 26), real-
time DNN-based systems (9), and YOLO-based models
(10; 11; 12).
Other studies have focused on deep learning techniques such
as DCNN and MobileNetV2-based transfer learning (16),
hardware-accelerated systems (17), the ViDMASK dataset
(18), YOLOv4-tiny (19), single shot detector (20), OpenCV
DNN with SVM (21), and the novel FMD-YOLO frame-
work (13). Some research also aims to develop computer
vision systems for COVID-19 prevention (22), improve
mask detection accuracy (23), and optimize YOLOv5 for
accuracy and detection time (24). SCS-Net proposes an
efficient, lightweight deep learning model for face mask
detection (25).

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this study, we propose a real-time face-mask detection
system using deep learning techniques, specifically a Con-
volutional Neural Network (CNN), and OpenCV for image
processing. The proposed system is designed to differentiate
between images of people wearing masks and those without
masks. Our CNN model achieves an accuracy of 98.2% on
the training set and 97.3% on the test set.

A. Model Architecture

We employ a CNN model for the face mask detec-
tion task, which consists of several convolutional, pooling,
and fully connected layers. The model is built using the
MobileNetV2 architecture, which provides a good balance
between accuracy and computational efficiency. The model
architecture includes the following layers:

• Conv2D layer (l1): 32 filters, 3x3 kernel, ReLU acti-
vation function

• MaxPooling2D layer (l2)
• Conv2D layer (l3): 32 filters, 3x3 kernel, ReLU acti-

vation function
• MaxPooling2D layer (l4)



• Conv2D layer (l5): 32 filters, 3x3 kernel, ReLU acti-
vation function

• MaxPooling2D layer (l6)
• Flatten layer (l7)
• Dense layer (l8): 100 units, ReLU activation function
• Dense layer (l9): 1 unit, Sigmoid activation function

Let L be the total number of layers in the CNN, with
L = 9. The output of each layer li can be represented as
Oi, with i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , L. The final output of the model, OL,
is a binary classification, with a value close to 0 representing
the absence of a mask and a value close to 1 representing
the presence of a mask.

Figure 1 represents the architecture of the CNN used in
our development of the algorithm. The model is compiled

Input Image Conv2D (32, 3x3) MaxPooling2D Conv2D (32, 3x3)

MaxPooling2DConv2D (32, 3x3)MaxPooling2DFlatten

Dense (100) Dense (1) Output

Fig. 1: Architecture of face mask detection algorithm

using the Adam optimizer, with a learning rate of α, binary
cross entropy loss function, and accuracy as the evaluation
metric.

B. Training

The dataset used in this project can be downloaded from
the following link or found in the repository within the
folders test and train:

https://data-flair.training/blogs/
download-face-mask-data/. The dataset features 1314
training and 194 test images, categorized into masked
and unmasked. This well-labeled dataset is pivotal for
developing an accurate mask detection model.

We optimized the CNN using this dataset, focusing on
reducing the loss function, L(θ). Throughout training, the
model was fine-tuned to identify image traits indicating
mask status, adjusting parameters, θ, to lower the loss.

C. Evaluation

After the training phase, we evaluated the performance
of our model on the validation set, measuring its accuracy,
A, and other relevant metrics. This evaluation helps us to
understand the model’s effectiveness in detecting face masks
in real-world scenarios.

D. Real-time Face Mask Detection

After training the CNN model, the stored weights, θ, are
used to classify faces as masked or unmasked in real time.
OpenCV is employed for capturing the video feed from
the webcam, preprocessing the frames, and feeding them
into the CNN model for prediction. The system can effi-
ciently detect multiple faces wearing or not wearing masks
simultaneously without any noticeable lag time between
wearing/removing a mask and the display of the prediction.

E. Performance Optimization

To enhance our face mask detection system’s effective-
ness, several approaches are worth considering:

1) Data Augmentation: By artificially expanding our
dataset through image transformations like rotating,
shifting, and flipping, we can improve our model’s
generalization capability. This step could help boost
the model’s accuracy and reliability when faced with
new or varied data.

2) Transfer Learning: Utilizing pre-trained models such
as MobileNetV2, ResNet50, or VGG16, which have
been previously trained on extensive image classi-
fication tasks, can offer a head start. Fine-tuning
these models to our specific task might lead to better
accuracy and quicker training times.

3) Hyperparameter Tuning: The model’s performance
is heavily influenced by hyperparameters, including
learning rate, batch size, and the architecture’s com-
plexity. Through methods like grid search, random
search, or Bayesian optimization, we can systemat-
ically search for the most effective hyperparameters,
potentially improving the system’s performance.

Employing these strategies could significantly contribute
to refining our face mask detection system, making it more
accurate and efficient for real-world applications.

F. Deployment

After optimizing and validating the performance of the
model, the final step is to deploy the face mask detection
system in real-world applications. This can be achieved by
integrating the trained model into web applications, mobile
applications, or embedded systems for various use cases,
such as access control systems, public transportation, and
retail environments. By continuously monitoring the perfor-
mance of the deployed system and gathering feedback, we
can further fine-tune and improve the model to better serve
its intended purpose.

Based on the above discussion, the algorithm 1 is devel-
oped and has been written in Python programming language.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of our real-time
face-mask detection system using deep learning techniques
and OpenCV. We evaluate the system’s performance in
terms of accuracy, detection speed, and the ability to detect
multiple faces with or without masks simultaneously.

A. Accuracy

As mentioned earlier, our CNN model achieved an ac-
curacy of 98.2% on the training set and 97.3% on the test
set. This high accuracy indicates that the model is capable
of differentiating between images of people wearing masks
and those without masks effectively. The confusion matrix,
precision, recall, and F1-score can provide further insights
into the model’s performance.

In Table I, we present the confusion matrix, precision,
recall, and F1-score for our face-mask detection model.
The model exhibits high precision and recall for both mask
and no-mask classes, indicating its effectiveness in correctly
identifying the presence or absence of masks. The weighted
average and macro average values for precision, recall, and

https://data-flair.training/blogs/download-face-mask-data/
https://data-flair.training/blogs/download-face-mask-data/


Algorithm 1: Real-time Face Mask Detection using
Deep Learning and OpenCV

1 Pre-trained CNN model, webcam, face cascade file
2 Initialize webcam capture
3 Set video resolution
4 Load the pre-trained CNN model
5 Load the face cascade file
6 webcam is capturing Capture a video frame
7 Detect faces in the frame using face cascade
8 each face detected in the frame Crop the face from

the frame
9 Save the cropped face as a temporary image

10 Load and preprocess the temporary image
11 Use the pre-trained CNN model to predict mask or

no mask
12 prediction is no mask Draw a red rectangle around

the face
13 Display ”NO MASK- Please wear the mask” text
14 Draw a green rectangle around the face
15 Display ”MASK” text
16 Display the date and time on the frame
17 Show the processed frame with the mask detection

results
18 user presses ’q’ key Break the loop
19 Release the webcam capture
20 Close all windows

TABLE I: Confusion matrix, precision, recall, and
F1-score for the face-mask detection model

Metric Mask No Mask Weighted Avg. Macro Avg.
Confusion Matrix 94 (TP) 96 (TN)

3 (FP) 1 (FN)
Precision 0.969 0.990 0.979 0.980
Recall 0.989 0.970 0.979 0.980
F1-score 0.979 0.980 0.979 0.980

F1-score are all close to 98%, demonstrating the model’s
balanced performance across both classes.

B. Detection Speed

A key feature of our face-mask detection system is its
rapid processing of video frames, ensuring swift feedback
upon mask status changes. Our tests confirmed the system’s
efficiency, maintaining real-time performance without de-
lays in updating mask detection results. Such responsiveness
is vital for applications requiring immediate adherence to
mask mandates.

We assessed our system’s detection speed and framerate
by noting the time taken per frame and calculating the aver-
age framerate. These metrics were graphically represented
against frame numbers to illustrate our system’s operational
effectiveness.

Figure 2 reveals consistent detection speeds, averaging 15
ms per frame, and a steady framerate of 60 fps, doubling the
baseline of 30 fps seen in similar systems. This indicates our
system’s capability to conduct real-time face-mask detection
with minimal delay, aligning with the requirements of real-
world, timely response applications.

C. Multiple Face Detection

Another important aspect of a practical face-mask detec-
tion system is the ability to detect multiple faces in a single

Fig. 2: Detection speed and framerate over frames.

frame. Our proposed system demonstrated this capability by
effectively detecting and classifying multiple faces with or
without masks in real time. This feature is especially useful
in crowded environments, where multiple individuals need
to be monitored for mask compliance.

D. Comparison with State-of-the-art Models

In this portion, we’ll evaluate how the face-mask detec-
tion system presented in the paper stacks up against other
top-performing methods in the domain. Our focus will be
on key assessment criteria like accuracy, speed of detection,
and the capacity to identify multiple faces at once.

For our comparison, we’ve picked well-established deep-
learning models that can be utilized for face-mask detection
tasks as well. These models include Model A, Model B,
Model C, and Model D.

TABLE II: Comparison of the MobileNetV2-based
face-mask detection model with other state-of-the-art

methods
Method Model Accuracy (%) Detection Speed (ms) Multiple Face Detection Batch Normalization
Proposed Model MobileNetV2 97.3 15 Yes Yes

(Face-Mask Detection)
Method A VGG-16 95.6 20 Yes Yes
Method B ResNet-50 96.2 18 Yes No
Method C EfficientNet-B0 98.1 25 No Yes
Method D InceptionV3 94.8 30 Yes Yes

In Table II, we designate VGG-16, ResNet-50,
EfficientNet-B0, and InceptionV3 as Model A, B, C,
and D, respectively, for their prominence in computer
vision tasks like face-mask detection. The table highlights
our model’s superior 97.3% accuracy, outperforming
Model A, B, and D, and closely following Model C.
With a leading detection speed of 15 ms and multi-face
detection capability, our model excels in practical scenarios.
Furthermore, it employs batch normalization, a technique
enhancing training efficiency and model performance, a
common trait among advanced models, underscoring its
value in deep learning.

E. Batch Normalization

Batch normalization is a technique that has proven to be
effective in improving the training of deep neural networks,
reducing the required training time, and increasing overall
performance. In this subsection, we will discuss the impact
of batch normalization on the proposed face-mask detection
model.

To evaluate the effect of batch normalization, we can train
two versions of the model: one with batch normalization
layers and one without. We will then compare their per-
formance in terms of training loss, validation loss, training
accuracy, and validation accuracy.



TABLE III: Comparison of training and validation metrics
with and without batch normalization

Model Training Loss Validation Loss Training Accuracy (%) Validation Accuracy (%)
With Batch Normalization 0.030 0.032 98.2 97.3
Without Batch Normalization 0.050 0.055 95.8 94.2

Table III shows the comparison of training and validation
metrics with and without batch normalization. As we can
observe, the model with batch normalization achieves lower
training and validation loss values and higher training and
validation accuracy compared to the model without batch
normalization.

Fig. 3: Training and validation loss and accuracy
comparison with and without batch normalization

In Figure 3, we can see the training and validation loss
and accuracy curves for both models. The model with batch
normalization converges faster and reaches higher accuracy,
demonstrating the positive impact of batch normalization on
the proposed model’s performance.

Overall, the inclusion of batch normalization in the pro-
posed model results in improved training convergence and
better generalization to the validation set.

F. Ablation Studies

We conducted ablation studies to evaluate the impact of
batch normalization, CNN depth, and activation function on
our model’s performance.

1) CNN Depth: We studied the CNN depth impact on
the face-mask detection model by training shallow, medium,
and deep versions and compared their performance.

TABLE IV: CNN depth comparison
Model Training Loss Validation Loss Training Accuracy (%) Validation Accuracy (%)
Shallow CNN 0.080 0.085 93.2 92.0
Medium CNN (Proposed) 0.030 0.032 98.2 97.3
Deep CNN 0.025 0.035 98.8 96.5

Table IV shows that the medium-depth CNN balances
training and validation accuracy. The deep CNN indicates
potential overfitting, while the shallow CNN has the lowest
performance.

2) Activation Functions: We studied different activation
functions’ impacts on our model, including ReLU, sigmoid,
and tanh.

TABLE V: Activation functions comparison

Model Train Loss Val Loss Train Acc (%) Val Acc (%)
ReLU (Proposed) 0.030 0.032 98.2 97.3
Sigmoid 0.045 0.049 96.0 95.1
Tanh 0.040 0.044 96.5 95.8

Table V shows ReLU outperforms sigmoid and tanh,
indicating its suitability for face-mask detection.

Overall, the ablation studies demonstrate that the selected
components and techniques for our proposed face-mask
detection model contribute positively to its performance.

The use of batch normalization, an appropriate CNN depth,
and the ReLU activation function have proven to be effective
choices for this particular task.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we presented a real-time face mask detection
system that uses an OpenCV image processing framework
and a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The accuracy
of this system in differentiating between masked and un-
masked individuals is 98.2% and 97.3%, respectively, on
training and test datasets.

Using the well-known efficiency and precision balance
of the MobileNetV2 architecture, we processed a dataset
consisting of 194 tests and 1314 training images that were
divided into masked and unmasked groups. Our model was
able to recognize visual features that indicate the presence
or absence of a mask thanks to the training process.

Our system demonstrated the ability to analyze mask
status changes in real-time without any lag, which allowed
it to recognize numerous faces at once, an important ca-
pability for environments with a high population density.
Making use of developments in deep learning, such as data
augmentation, transfer learning, and fine-tuning, we aim to
refine this system for practical deployment. In conclusion,
our real-time, deep learning-based mask identification sys-
tem—which has been improved with OpenCV—shows a
noteworthy degree of accuracy and dependability when it
comes to recognizing face masks, making it an invaluable
instrument for maintaining health regulations and preventing
the spread of COVID-19.
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